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The remainders of compactifications of Tychonoff spaces have been studied extensively during the last five decades, but, the remainders of H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces have not been studied in a concerted manner so far. In this paper, we show that two Hausdor!? spaces X and Y have the same remainders in their H-closed extensions if there exists a perfect, irreducible and &continuous mapping from X onto Y. Further, a Hausdorff space Z is shown to be the remainder of some H-closed extension of a given space X if and only if there exists a perfect (not necessarily continuous) mapping from rrX\X onto Z We also show that if X is locally H-closed and laX\XI 2 K,, then the set of remainders of H-closed extensions of X contains all separable H-closed spaces. We give examples to illustrate the differences between the sets of remainders of compactifications and remainders of H-closed extensions of a fixed Tychonoff space. that fix = Lo, the identity map on X We shall identify two equivalent extensions of a space X. With this convention, the class E(X) of all Hausdorff extensions of X is a set and IIE(X)IG[P(P(P(P(X))))~,
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where IAl (respectively, P(X)) denotes the cardinality (respectively, the power set) of A. In this section we provide some well known definitions and results which will be used in the sequel. For a space X, r(X) denotes the topology on X and RO(X) denotes the complete Boolean algebra of all regular open subsets of X. If X is a Hausdorff space, then RO( X) forms an open base for a coarser Hausdorff topology r', on X. The space (X, T,), denotes by X,, is called the semiregularization of X (see [17] ) and X = X, if and only if X is semiregular.
Also RO(X) = RO(X,). An open jilter (respectively, filterbase) on a space X will always mean a filter (respectively, filterbase) in the lattice T Recall that a space X is called H-closed provided that X is closed in every Hausdorff space in which X is embedded. A space X is called locally H-closed if for each x E X there exists an open neighbourhood U of x such that cl, U is H-closed. A subset A of a space X is called relatively H-closed if cl, A is H-closed. A space X is called minimal Hausdorfl if r(X) does not contain any coarser Hausdorff topology of X. The Kate'tov extension [13] of a space X is the H-closed extension KX of X whose underlying set is the set X u E(X), with the topology T( KX) generated by the open base r(X) u { U u { Ou}: U E % E IF(X), U E T(X)}. The Fomin extension [9] of a space X is the H-closed extension UX of X whose underlying set is the set X u IF(X), with the topology r( vX) generated by the open base {o( U): U E T(X)} where o(U) = U u {a E IF(X): U E %} (see [17] and [18] for more details).
In what follows for a Hausdorff (respectively, Tychonoff) space X, W(X) (respectively, W(X)) will denote the set of all H-closed extensions (respectively, Hausdorl? compactifications) of X. For a Tychonoff space Z, PZ denotes the Stone-tech compactification of Z. Moreover, if X is Hausdorff and Z is Tychonoff, then R,(X) = {hX\X: hX E W(X)}, and W,(Z) = {cZ\Z: cZ E W(Z)}. N, CP, and Iw will denote the spaces of natural numbers, the rationals and the reals, respectively. is a nonempty open subset of Y. The facts listed in 2.1 below will be used subsequently; we refer the reader to [6] and [16] for details. (9))=ad,fZ(9)=f(ad,(F)).
Definitions. (a)
We will need the following result of Dow and Porter. Moreover, ad,(F(p)) =f(adx(BgX)) for each p. Define a map g: hX+ eY by P E hX\%
PEX.
Then g is a surjection. We show that g is O-continuous, proving thereby that eY is a H-closed extension of Y. To this end, we first show that if U is open in X, then
, and
Now, (i) follows from the fact that if p E ohx( U)\X, thenf#( U) ~f-#(6&), whence,
To prove (ii), let P E clhX(w( 
Thus, uhx( W)
is an open neighborhood of x in hX such that is an open filter on Y and, hence, adhY( 9*) Z 0. Recall that the Iliadis absolute [12] of a Hausdorff space X is the unique (upto homeomorphism)
space EX such that EX is extremely disconnected and zerodimensional and there exists a perfect, irreducible, &continuous mapping kx from EX onto X. For more information about EX and PX we refer the reader to [16, 17, 191 . We remark that EX = (PX), and the space PX is unique (upto homeomorphism) with respect to possessing these properties: PX is extremely disconnected (but not necessarily zero-dimensional) and there exists a perfect, irreducible and continuous mapping k, : PX + X given by kx (Q) = ad, (a), % E PX We now state some immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.6. 
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In this section, for two Hausdorff spaces, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for one of the spaces to be the remainder of an H-closed extension of the other space. Also, we show that there is a large class of spaces which are remainders of H-closed extensions. We first recall that if hX is an H-closed extension of a Hausdorff space X, then there is a continuous mapping Kh from KX onto hX that leaves X pointwise fixed [ 17,1.7] . We shall denote by ah the composition map K,, 0 L, where L: ax+ KX is the identity map, and refer to it as the map induced by Kh. Also, there exists a perfect, irreducible and &continuous map r#, from PEX onto hX [ 19,2.3] . It is proved in [ 18,5.3] that n: = 'rr,lPEx,Ex is a homeomorphism from PEX\EX onto uX\X. These facts will be used in the sequel.
Lemma. Let hX be a H-closed extension of a Hausdorflspace X. Let uh : UX + hX
be the map induced by Kh, and let uz = whl_X\X. Then, CT:: oX\X+ hX is a perfect surjection.
Proof.
It suffices to show that there is a perfect map from BEX\EX onto hX\X. Let rrO: BEX+ wX and nh: BEX + hX be the perfect, irreducible and &continuous surjections [ 19, 3. is a compact subset of uX\X, and hence a compact subset of uX. Therefore, P = {r(p):
p E Y} u {{x}: s E X} is a partition of UX by compact sets. Hence, by [17] , there exists an H-closed extension eX of X which induces the same partition P on ax. In fact, eX is the quotient space KX/ R, where R is the equivalence surjection. By [13] (see also [17, l&l) , (eX), = Z and, hence, Z is an H-closed extension of X,. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, there is a H-closed extension bX of X such that bX\X = Z\X,.
We show that there is a continuous bijection from Y onto Z\X,. Let us: aX\X + Z\X, be the perfect map given by Lemma 3.1. Define g: Z\X, -+ Y by g 0 u$ =J Then, obviously, g is one to one and onto. Let B be a basic closed subset of Z\X,. Then, B = n,(A) n (Z\X,) = r,(A\EX), where A is some closed subset of PEX. Now, rv(A\EX) is a closed subset of uX\X, and, by Lemma 3.
1, v,(A\EX) = uz vrJA\EX). So, g(B)=g~~~(A\EX)=g~u:~q(A\EX)= f 0 vv(A\EX).
Since f is perfect, f 0 vC(A\EX) is a closed subset of Y, and, hence, 
Proposition. Let X be a locally H-closed space such that luX\XI 2 K,,. Then, pN E R,(EX). In particular, pN E R,(EX) = R,,(X), and luX\Xj 2 2', where c is the cardinality of the continuum.
Proof. The space EX is locally compact, extremally disconnected, and /?EX contains the infinite closed set pEX\EX.
By Proof. Since PEX is a regular space containing the infinite subset pEX\EX, by [8, VII.2.41, there is a sequence {U,,: n SO} of open subsets of PEX such that clpEx( U,,,) n clpEX( U,,) = 0 for each n # m, and (pEX\EX) n clpEx( U,,) # 0 for each n 3 1. Let C,, = (pEX\EX) n clpEx( U,,), and let C = (pEX\EX)\U,,, C,,. Then, the family P = {C,, : n 2 1) u {C} is a compact partition of /3EX\ EX = oX\X. Therefore, by [17] , there is a H-closed extension hX of X such that IhX\XI = IPI, and the theorem follows. [7 We close this section with a few remarks, and we omit their straightforward proofs. For definitions, we refer the reader to Walker [22] . 
